ColorPoint from CMC…
Imagine if the innovators at CMC developed a machine that produced carpet with multiple colors,
multiple pile heights, and a variety of textures and tip-sheared effects, with no limits to the size and
scale of patterns.
And what if this breakthrough technology allowed you to produce patterned carpet with no buried
ends and pinpoint stitch accuracy for high definition detail and clarity?
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Well, imagine no longer...it is here today, and it is called ColorPoint™.
It has completely changed the way the world thinks about tufting.
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THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING…
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The Incredible ColorPoint Tufting Machine…

THE COLORPOINT LOOP PILE TUFTING MACHINE

THE TWO-COLOR (2C) COLORPOINT TUFTING MACHINE

CMC’s patented ColorPoint tufting machine produces carpet that is more desirable
and sophisticated – but with the style and agility of a tufting machine.

With CMC’s ColorPoint you can produce unprecedented loop pile construction and incredible multi-color
patterns. ColorPoint allows for multiple single-color concentration areas with 100% coverage. This
revolutionary and sophisticated tufting machine with pinpoint stitch accuracy can handle a variety of yarn
types – including wool.

CMC’s 2C ColorPoint combines patented ColorPoint technology with the Infinity LCL tufting machine to produce
fresh new looks and patterns in rugs, hospitality and residential carpets. Using just two yarn colors, this innovative
machine fashions distinctive patterns in three or more hues, with 100% coverage, non-directional looks and no
linear lines.

With ColorPoint, carpet tiles have taken a giant leap forward. Never before seen styles and innovative
design are being created using up to four colors with improved density and wearability.

With 2C ColorPoint you can create designs in all cut-pile or a combination of cut & loop pile constructions with no
buried ends. With the option of using the patented Infinity 2E yarn control system, the initial capital outlay can be
less with the Two-Color machine. It is available in various gauges and can run traditional LCL products and new
Two-Color styles giving you added flexibility.

Since there is no buried yarn on the face of the carpet you get 100% full-gauge
coverage. This means you can produce lower weight, better-performing product
constructions, with vivid colors, pinpoint stitch accuracy, unmatched detail,
and enhanced product durability.
ColorPoint is perfect for Carpet Tile, Hospitality, Contract/Commercial Broadloom,
Senior Living, Residential and Rug markets.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
Because the ColorPoint tufting machine uses our Infinity™ pattern attachment,
you are free to design the smallest scale geometrics with pinpoint accuracy or
large-scale, free-flowing patterns with precise single-point color placement. To
perform this magic, ColorPoint uses our Command Performance™ Smart
Software, so getting your design from concept to carpet is easier than ever.

THE COLORPOINT CUT & LOOP PILE TUFTING MACHINE
Step out front with this advanced tufting machine to produce broadloom carpets with distinctive
Axminster type looks and patterns. Using six different colors or more you can manufacture all cut-pile
multicolor products or you can produce patterns with varying amounts of cut and loop. ColorPoint also
enables multiple pile heights in the loop-pile portion of the pattern.

INNOVATION, NOT IMITATION
The most significant tufting development in the past thirty years.
• Pattern capability previously only available from a loom
• 100% full gauge coverage with no buried ends

A DESIGNER’S DREAM
ColorPoint gives you the freedom to design what you dream. Creating styles,
looks, and patterns on ColorPoint machines is extremely easy and functional.
Develop your patterns and textural effects using your existing carpet design
software. ColorPoint can create virtually whatever you imagine in up to six colors
or more. Feel free to test the limits!

• Precise single penetration color placement
• Remarkable ease of design
• Unlimited variety of scale
• Non-directional looks for carpet tile or broadloom
• Produce unlimited patterns within the same color combinations
• Immediately alternate pattern colors without changing the creel setup
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